
Global negotiations are not easy. For that matter, every

negotiation requires maturity of understanding of what

one party will give and what the other party is able to

accept. In negotiations that involve many parties and

contentious international issues such as trade or climate

change, things become more complex and need to be

approached on an incremental basis.

Following the Climate Change Summit at Cancun in

December 2010, Environment Minister Jairam Ramesh is

once again under attack for selling out India and the

developing world. That is because the deal did not go all

the way of legally-binding rich countries to cut down their

emissions and so on.

Did India change its position at Cancun? There is

nothing wrong in changing a stand while engaging in

negotiation if it can lead to the best-possible and widely-

acceptable result. At Cancun, India reinforced its position on climate change

negotiations, and emerged as a proactive leader.

If only the Mexican minister/chairman of the trade conference was as wise

the one on climate change conference in 2010, the Doha deal could have been

done with lesser ambition than what it had set out to do. But many believe that

the US had urged the Mexican trade minister to call off the conference because

it did not want to agree to the proposed farm subsidy cuts. The same could have

happened on the climate change meeting if the emerging economies alliance�s

proposals were equally strident.

Among India�s contributions at Cancun, phrase �equitable access to carbon

space� was changed to �equitable access to sustainable development�. This means

that late developers like India need equitable access to address their priorities

and to eradicate poverty. It was due to India�s efforts that the world avoided a

decision on �legally-binding agreement�.

Given the level of development that India has achieved and will have to

achive to eradicate poverty, for us to adapt to the impact of climate change is as

important as mitigating it. In this regard, a significant development took place

at Cancun.

A Cancun Adaptation Framework was agreed upon. A Green Climate Fund to

help poor nations was also agreed upon, reaffirming a goal of raising an annual

US$100bn for poor countries by 2020. This will be a crucial link to future

negotiations. Frameworks for low-carbon technology cooperation and prevention

of deforestation were agreed upon. And, Cancun reinforced a continuation of

the UN process that was seriously undermined at Copenhagen. One can certainly

hope to see a better deal at Durban in the December of 2011.

On a different note, if only Jairam can be as pragmatic and balanced in his

approaches on the domestic scene of environmental clearances for industrial

purposes, he will help the country�s economic progress hugely. Without the

growth, we will not be able to eradicate poverty or tackle environmental issues.
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Economic Issues

India on Middle Income Path

India is on its way to achieve the

status of a middle income country.

According to the Central Statistical

Organisation, the Indian economy is

projected to expand by 8.6 percent to a

record US$1.73tn in the current fiscal

from US$1.4tn in 2009-10. At this level

of nominal gross domestic product

(GDP), India�s per capita income works

out to about US$1,200. This effectively

makes India a middle-income country.

This positive development will have

some implications for the Indian

economy. While this will enhance the

country�s global standing, it will be

less eligible for soft loans from

multilateral institutions for social

sector projects and, hence, make it that

much more difficult for the government

to generate the desired resources.

(Mint, 08.02.11)

Global Growth May Not be Sustained

Abatement in global economic crisis

is leading to reduced cooperation

among countries. There are indications

that countries are now focusing more

on their internal issues and immediate

goals than intermediate or long term

goals.

There is a growing appreciation of growth achieved by India

and China among the economists and political thinkers.

So impressive has been the performance of these two

economies that it is often argued, the next century is going to

be the century of Asia, more specifically of China and India.

The perception is substantiated by the fact that these are the

fastest growing economies with huge and growing domestic

markets. Additionally, while India is on its way to achieve

the status of a middle income country, as the Indian economy

is projected to expand to US$1.73tn in the current fiscal from

US$1.4tn in 2009-10, China has made significant strides in

Lack of Cooperation to Make Global Economic Rgowth

Unsustainable � An Overview

India, China to Lead the World

The success of globalisation and liberalisation initiatives undertaken by India

and China over the last three decades has changed the global economic and

political dynamics. Their role has now become more critical as they lend sustainability

to world economic growth, supported by their huge domestic market and increasing

per capita income. Moreover, future prospects and enshrined sustainability of their

growth make economists believe that the current century will be an India-China

century.

To make this century an India-China century, both countries need to work really

hard as the current decade is expected to be action packed with new global economic

changes, political re-alignment and pressures to take global leadership.   (ET, 11.02.11)

The global economy now presents a

mixed � both positive and negative �

picture. On the positive side, economic

growth has been better than what most

forecasters had expected a year ago.

The world output is expected to

increase by five percent in 2010, well

above its recent trend rate.

This development is also

corroborated by the renewal of investor

confidence in many regions. On the

other hand, there are also indications

that countries, having significantly

recovered from the economic crisis,

have now fewer reasons to cooperate

with one another.                       (TH, 03.03.11)

Nations Seek Success beyond GDP

Increase in nation�s GDP is not

always a true indicator of the status of

an economy. This is true despite the fact

that it is not easy to find a substitute

for money, if one wants to measure the

success of a nation.

Political leaders are increasingly

expressing dissatisfaction with GDP as

a gauge of a nation�s success in raising

living standards. In addition, for much

of the past four decades, economists

have puzzled over a paradox that cast

doubt on GDP as the world�s main

indicator of success.

According to this group of people,

there is more to life than GDP. There is

need for some indicators to measure

the well-being of the people. And it

should address questions like: what

makes people better off and how can

they have more of it?.        (WSJ, 10.01.11)

The Dragon�s Slowing Flight

The Chinese government decision

to lower its targeted annual GDP at

seven percent in the next five years has

raised suspicion and doubt amongst

economic and political thinkers. This

annual target is significantly lower

than the 11 percent average growth over

the last five years.

The suspicion is premised on the

fact that despite having had a target of

GDP growth of 7.5 percent for the last

five-year period, the economy grew at

an average rate of 11 percent. What is

important to note is that the Chinese

authorities did not show any

inclination to bring down the growth to

the targeted level. On the contrary, they

aggressively ramped up bank lending

when global demand weakened in 2008.

                           (Mint, 22.03.11)

achieving a more dominating position for itself in the near

future.

Impressive growth of these two countries, according to

many economists, would help global economy to sustain its

growth in the coming periods. However, there are also reports

to the contrary, giving clear indication that the global

economic growth might not be sustainable in the short and

medium terms. This understanding is based on the fact that

abatement in global economic crisis is leading to reduced

cooperation and protectionist measures among countries.
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Commodities Market

The world needs to

live up with higher

food prices

� An Overview

The trend in movement of commodity

prices appears to have grown to an

alarming proportion in the recent

period. Many commodities are near or

above their 2008 peaks now. According

to a Food and Agriculture Organisation

(FAO) report, index of global food prices

rose to a record high in February, 2011,

for the eighth consecutive month in a

row. More surprisingly, this is on back

of forecast for world wheat production

that stood at 676 million tonnes. This

has not resulted in reversal of price

trends.

The price trend is resisting not only

monetary and fiscal measures aimed

at controlling it, but also to increased

food grain production.  This is true for

all the countries, irrespective of their

development status. Soaring

commodity prices now pose severe

economic, political, and social risks in

developing countries.

The world needs to get used to

higher food prices in the coming

periods, unless developed countries

such as the G20 come forward to

promote increased food production,

especially in the poor and food-deficit

regions of the world.

IMF Warn of High Food Prices

The world faces a prolonged period

of high food prices mainly due to a

structural shift in demand. The future

trend is reflected by the increase in

FAO�s index of global food prices that

rose to a record high in February. This

is the eighth consecutive monthly

increase. A large part of the surge in

food prices is said to be due to

temporary factors, such as the weather.

Policymakers will likely have to

continue confronting the challenges

posed by food prices that are both

higher and more volatile than the world

has been used to. The International

Monetary Fund (IMF) commodities

experts opined that the world needs to

get used to higher food prices in the

coming periods.                    (FT, 04.03.11)

Agricultural Prices Show Rebound

Volatility in the commodity market

continues. The bull market in

agricultural commodities was reignited

at February end after a sharp but short-

lived correction induced by the volatile

situation in commodity market,

especially in the Middle East. The market

is expected to remain tight in the coming

period, and might drive farm prices to

record highs.

Stock to use ratio is another

indicator of volatility in the market.

Soyabeans is projected an ending

stocks-to-use ratio of 4.8 percent in

2011-12, slightly above the 4.2 percent

of 2010-11. One of the major reasons

for this is the thin inventory which will

keep markets nervous of supply side

disruptions. Weather conditions could

also be crucial in determining the crop.

 (FT, 25.02.11)

Do We Need Commodity Futures?

It is expected that India�s economic

growth in the coming years will be

commodity-intensive. The major growth

sectors that will help India to achieve

and sustain a high growth are food,

textiles, housing and infrastructure as

well as energy.

It is, therefore, necessary that

commodity markets receive focused

attention of policymakers. The policies

need to ensure that production,

distribution and consumption of

commodities take place in a conducive

and competitive environment. The

existing policy in India was designed

with the clear understanding that

such a system of trading would help

price discovery and market

participants manage their price risks.

However, it appears that neither the

primary producer nor the consumer

benefits from commodity futures

trading.                                   (BL, 30.03.11)

Global Wheat Output to Rise

Amidst all the bad news of soaring

global food prices, negligible scope for

any reversal in the price trend, and

its negative impact on developing and

least developed countries (LDCs),

there is some good news. Wheat

cultivation in many countries has

increased or was expected to increase

in 2011. The FAO�s forecast for world

wheat production stood at 676

million tonnes in March 2011.

There is, however, no forecast on

total cereal production for the year.

There is information that in the low-

income food-deficit countries, the 2010

cereal output rose by 5.6 percent. It,

however, might not be helpful to food

deficit countries, which import a major

proportion of their food requirements.

This is true for countries having the

need for food assistance.
(TH, 26.03.11)

G20 to End the

Food Crisis

Soaring commodities prices

continue to haunt the world

economy. Food and energy prices now

pose severe economic, political, and

social risks in developing countries.

One of the primary reasons for this is

increased growth and increasing per

capita income.

China�s economy has grown about

20 times since the start of market

reforms in 1978; India�s has also

grown by about four times since 1991.

It is expected that the world�s resource

demands will soon outstrip capacity.

To ease the situation, the G20 must

promote increased food production,

especially in the poor and food-deficit

regions. The group needs to keep its

promise of 2009, when it pledged

US$22bn for Global Agriculture and

Food Security Programme. Till now, the

fund has received a mere US$350mn.

(FT, 17.02.11)
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Trade Winds

India-Brazil Trade to Increase

India�s Commerce and Industry

Minister, Anand Sharma said that India-

Brazil bilateral trade is expected to

increase to US$10bn in the next few

years from US$7.73bn in 2010. Both

countries identified the priority areas

and agreed to set up a CEOs Forum.

Discussions included Brazil�s

imposition of anti-dumping duties on

Indian products and non imposition of

anti-dumping duties by India on

imports from Brazil and a proposal for

organising �India Show� in Sao Paulo in

March 2011. This will serve as a

platform for a number of Indian and

Latin American entrepreneurs/

companies to explore and discuss

business opportunities in trade and

investment, etc.

The new bilateral Air Services

Agreement signed between the two

countries, would allow India to operate

direct flights to Brazil. The agreement

would also permit the designated

airlines from both the countries to

establish offices in either country to

carry out promotion and sales, to enter

into cooperative marketing

arrangements like code sharing etc.

(BL, 08.03.11)

China�s Trade Surplus Decline

China�s trade surplus in December

was US$13.1bn, which was much below

predictions of economists. The decline

was due to the higher prices of the raw

materials and commodities, which

were imported by the country to power

its growth. China�s trade surplus for the

whole year fell by 6.4 percent to

US$183.1bn, marking the second

consecutive year of shrinking

surpluses.

According to China�s trade

partners, China is artificially holding

down the currency to subsidise the

export sector. Chinese officials argued

that the country�s trade surpluses are

structural and not closely related to

the value of the currency. In order to

expand its trade surplus, China will

build a 700,000 square metre trade

centre to get advantage of the newly

signed trade agreement with the ASEAN.

(FT, 10.01.11)

Bid to Reinvigorate SAARC

The SAARC will discuss the setting

up of a South Asian Forum to strengthen

the bloc which is considered to be a

step behind ASEAN and Shanghai

Cooperation Organisation. The forum

will consist of well-known

personalities from all SAARC member

states.

The Forum is expected to generate

debates, discussions and exchange of

ideas on South Asia. It would function

on public-private lines. The Forum will

draw attention to the shortcomings of

the Association and would encourage

governments of the member countries

to take initiatives to resolve their

regional issues. (TH, 06.02.11)

India-LatAm  to Boost Soft Power

Gaturro, a 90-minute, 3D animated

cartoon movie is the product of

Argentine humour and imagination

combined with Indian software and

technology. This box office hit in

Argentina in 2009, is made by Illusion

Studios of Buenos Aires in technical

collaboration with Toonz Animation of

Thiruvananthapuram.

Amigos de India is working on

organising an India Cinema Week in

Columbia. It also plans to celebrate

�Fascinating India�, an academic

programme which will include

conferences, dance presentations,

movies, food festivals etc in

universities and smaller cities of

Columbia. Online radio station to talk

about Indian artists etc is also in the

pipeline.                          (FE, 30.03.11)

Countries Making Effort to Increase their

Trade Surplus � An Overview

A lot of foreign exchange is generated from trade. A South

Asia Forum will be formed to strengthen South Asian

Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), which seems

to be a step behind its regional counterparts such as the

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the

Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. There are efforts to

increase bilateral trade between countries with priority to

certain sectors in both the countries. This can be seen from

the trade agreement between India and Brazil, which is

focusing on sectors such as energy, oil, pharma, tourism,

value added manufacturing, mining and agro processing.

In another move to make the world more open, the US

Department of Commerce reduced the anti-dumping duty on

shrimp exports by India to the US by 40 percent. Consequently,

frozen shrimp exports to the US increased by 88.12 percent.

Trade is also taking place in new areas such as

entertainment. Illusion Studios of Buenos Aires in technical

collaboration with Toonz Animation of Thiruvananthapuram

produced the cartoon film Gaturro, which is a box office hit

in Argentina.

US Cuts Dumping Duty

on Shrimp

The US Department of Commerce

reduced the dumping duty on

shrimp exports from India to the US by

40 percent, from 2.67 to 1.6 percent.

The duty is reduced as a result of loss

suffered by the seafood sector after the

US agency decided to increase the duty

by 300 percent

for five years. As

a result of

reduction, export

of frozen shrimp

to the US has

registered a

growth of 88.12

percent.

The US had

also imposed a

customs bond in

addition to the

anti dumping

duty, which it

had to withdraw

in 2009 in pursuance of directions of

the WTO Appellate Body. The US

continued with the duty when in 2010

the Indian exporters were unable to

submit adequate data. Consequently,

the number of Indian shrimp exporting

companies to the US fell to less than

75 from 225.                     (FE, 10.01.11)
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Trade Agreements

India FTA Likely in 2011

The European Free Trade

Association (EFTA) states include

Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and

Switzerland. It is an inter-governmental

organisation that promotes free trade

and economic integration between four

nations.

Commerce and Industry Minister

Anand Sharma said that the progress

of India EFTA free trade pact would

figure during his bilateral meeting with

Switzerland�s Economic Minister,

Johann Schneider-Ammann in Bern. The

trade between Switzerland and India

stood at US$18bn in 2010 up from

US$15bn in 2010.

Swiss exports to India include

machines, pharmaceutical and

chemical products as well as precision

instruments, while imports from India

include textiles, agricultural products

and components for the airline

industry.                          (ET, 25.03.11)

ASEAN FTA Not to Harm Agriculture

In response to fears that the India-

ASEAN FTA will harm domestic

agriculture, India Commerce and

Industry Minister Sharma said that a

majority of agriculture items are placed

on the negative list where no tariff

concessions are given to ASEAN

countries. In order to protect domestic

market, safeguard duties will be

imposed in case there is rush of imports.

Around 1297 products, including

689 agriculture goods are kept in the

negative list. 1.8-5 percent reduction

from the present tariff duties on tea,

coffee and pepper would be reached by

2020. Trade with ASEAN had grown to

US$50bn in 2010 and is expected to

India and Trade

Agreements

� An Overview

Trade agreements give nations

favoured trading status. India has

been signing a lot of Free Trade

Agreements (FTAs) and Preferential

Trade Agreements (PTAs), to ensure a

regular flow of foreign exchange in the

country. Comprehensive Economic

Cooperation Agreement (CECA) signed

between India and Malaysia seeks to

reach US$15bn trade by 2015. The

Comprehensive Economic Partnership

Agreement (CEPA) signed between India

and Japan will see about 94 percent

tariff reduction in goods ranging from

cars to shrimps. However, as a result

of this deal, companies from both the

countries would gain.

About 1297 products including 689

agriculture goods, have been kept in the

negative list so that, the India ASEAN

FTA does not harm the Indian

agriculture. The agreement also

provides for a safeguard mechanism to

address sudden surge in imports.

By signing 18 memoranda of

understandings (MoUs) worth more

than US$15bn with Indonesia, India has

become the second largest investor in

Indonesia. Both the countries have set

a trade target of US$25bn by 2015.

reach US$70bn by 2012 with signing of

the FTA.                                                  (TH, 10.03.11)

India-Indonesia Sign Trade Pacts

India and Indonesia, by signing 18

preliminary economic pacts worth

more than US$15bn, set a trade target

of US$25bn by 2015. Launch of

negotiations to conclude Indonesia-

India CECA, has also been announced.

After signing 18 pacts, India has now

become the second largest investor in

Indonesia.

Indian companies investing in

Indonesia include Tata Power Co. Ltd,

the Adani Group and the GVK group.

Several MoUs facilitate import of coal

from Indonesia to India, in order to meet

India�s demand which is expected to

reach 2 billion tonnes by 2031-32.

(Mint, 25.01.11)

India-SACU Trade Faces Hurdles

The PTA between India and South

Africa Customs Union (SACU), which

targets to achieve bilateral trade worth

US$15bn, particularly in automobiles,

pharmaceuticals and machinery

sectors, has run into some regulatory

issues. The SACU consists of Botswana,

Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa and

Swaziland. South Africa�s Deputy

Minister for Trade and Development

Elizabeth Thabethe said that there is no

business to business interaction.

It was earlier indicated that PTA can

be expanded to FTA depending upon its

progress. India and South Africa have

already had a bad experience when

US$23bn deal between Indian Telecom

Company Airtel and South Africa�s MTN

was called off due to regulatory issues.
(BS, 29.03.11)

India, Japan Sign CEPA

The CEPA signed between India and Japan targets to achieve US$25bn

bilateral trade by 2014. The agreement will see about 94 percent tariff

reductions in a range of goods. India seeks to gain significantly by covering

90 percent of its tariff lines. Many companies from both the countries are

expected to gain from this deal.

As a result of this agreement, India would be able to access Japan�s

US$5tn economy along with much cheaper imports. Japan has agreed to 97

percent tariff reduction in trade in goods. In goods like farm goods, forest

items and marine products, duties would be reduced immediately, while in

products like agriculture and marine commodities, industrial goods, etc

duties would be reduced gradually. A sub committee to explore the

feasibility of a Mutual Recognition Arrangement for certain sectors would

also be set up.                                    (BS, 17.02.11) w
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Trade Disputes

Brazil Wins in Trade Dispute with US

Brazil has claimed victory in a trade

dispute with the US over steep anti-

dumping duties imposed on orange juice

exports from the South American nation.

Brazil has become the world�s largest

exporter of orange juice in recent years,

amounting to US$1.7bn annually. Around

US$400mn worth of orange juice is

shipped to the US each year.

The complaint was filed by Brazilian

officials who claimed that the way the

US calculated the duties and applied

them were violations of international

trading rules. Zeroing is used by the

Commerce Department of the US, when

determining how steep anti-dumping

duties on a specific imported product

from a nation should be. The practice

has been highly criticised because it

does not take into account the products

that are sold in the US at or above fair

market value.

    (www.economyincrisis.com , 23.02.11)

Korea Consults US on AD Measures

Korea requested consultations with

the US concerning a number of anti-

dumping measures on corrosion-

resistant carbon steel flat products from

Korea. More specifically, this request

concerns several US laws, regulations,

administrative proceedings and

practices, past as well as ongoing, related

to the use of �zeroing� methodology in

anti-dumping determinations concerning

the products at issue.

Korea considers that these

measures are inconsistent with the US�

obligations under Article VI: 1 and VI: 2

of the GATT 1994; several provisions of

the Anti-Dumping Agreement; and

Article XVI: 4 of the WTO Agreement.

Japan and Mexico requested to join the

consultations.    (www.wto.org , 31.01.11)

Ukraine � Taxes on Distilled Spirits

Moldova requested consultations

with Ukraine alleging that the latter�s

Excise Tax System discriminate against

imported Moldovan distilled spirits.

Moldova specifically claims that the

2008 amendments made to the law of

1996 infringe Article III: 2, first sentence,

of the GATT 1994 by applying a tax rate

to domestic products that is lower than

that applied on certain like imported

distilled spirits from Moldova.

Moldova further claims that

because such amendments also impose

a lower tax rate on domestic products

than on certain other directly

competitive or substitutable distilled

spirits imported from Moldova, so as

to afford protection to the domestic

production, it thus violates Article III:

2, which is second sentence of the GATT

1994.                    (www.wto.com , 03.03.11)

EU Seal Ban Challenged by Canada

Canada has launched a challenge

at the WTO against the EU ban on

Canadian seal products, despite the

views of some that it could threaten a

multibillion-dollar trade deal with

Europe. The federal government is

requesting to establish WTO dispute

settlement panel on the issue.

Fisheries Minister Gail said the

government is deeply disappointed that

the EU has not changed its position

regarding the ban which took effect in

August 2010 despite intense Canadian

lobbying efforts. But the reality is that

the ban is already affecting the

negotiations. Newfoundland and

Labrador are not participating in the

Canada-European Comprehensive

Economic and Trade Agreement talks,

but are there as observers.
(www.canadians.org, 24.02.11)

The Vibrant WTO

Dispute Settlement

System � An Overview

The Dispute Settlement System at the

WTO is arguably indicative of

successful dispute settlement

mechanism and is as active as ever

despite the limbo in the Doha

Development Round where the Member

countries are still struggling to reach

an agreement over sticky issues such

as Non Agricultural Market Access

(NAMA). The Dispute Settlement Body

(DSB) is confronted with a variety of

trade disputes. However, anti-dumping

and related trade remedies are the most

popular policy instruments that many

of the largest importing countries in the

WTO system use to restrict

international trade. Such trade

remedies are also frequent targets of

dispute settlement activity under the

WTO. This trend continues in the WTO

as is evident from a series of trade

disputes that have been reported to the

WTO in a span of just three months.

While Korea has complained

against the US on a number of anti-

dumping measures concerning carbon

steel flat products from Korea, the US

has lodged two complaints against

China at the WTO for the imposition of

anti-dumping duties and China�s

discriminatory treatment of US

suppliers of electronic payment

services.

Nonetheless, there have been other

issues over which Member countries

have disagreed and are presented in this

section. These disputes are: Moldova

objected to the Ukraine�s Excise Tax

System and Canada's challenge to the EU

ban on Canadian seal products.

The US requested the Geneva-based WTO to establish two

panels to settle the disputes, which the US had taken

with China over US steel imports and

electronic payment services.

One case addresses China�s

imposition of anti-dumping and

countervailing duties on imports of grain-

oriented flat-rolled electrical steel from

the US, while the other case challenges

China�s alleged discriminatory and

restrictive treatment of US suppliers of

electronic payment services. w
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According to the US Trade Representative Ron Kirk, �We

are troubled by the procedures and decision-making employed

by China in its trade remedy

investigations, which have now led to

serious restrictions on exports of

American steel.� He also said that it is

important to ensure that China is held to

the WTO rules and to prevent any

unjustified duties from affecting

hundreds of millions of dollars of US

steel exports to China.�
(www.dawn.com , 11.02.11)

US take Disputes to WTO
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Continued rise in global food prices has risked food

security, thus triggering hunger in many parts of the

world. Wheat, corn, and soybean prices have increased as a

consequence of bad harvest. With increased food prices,

very poor people are unable to afford food to sustain their

daily livelihoods.

In such a food insecurity context, cultivation of

Genetically Modified (GM) crops has emerged as a success

both in the developed and developing world. GM crops not

only yield higher output but also are pest resistant compared

to non GM crops. Moreover, in the near future, seed

Rapid Growth in GM Cropland

The total size of land planted with

GM crops across the globe increased

by 10 percent in 2010 to 148 million

hectares � about 10 percent of the total

area of cropland. The increase was the

second largest recorded since the

growing of commercial GM crops

started in 1996.

The annual survey by the

International Service for the

Acquisition of Agri-biotech

Applications (ISAAA) found that 15.4

million farmers in 29 countries planted

GM crops in 2010. 10 countries had

more than one million hectares in

production, with the US still well ahead

with 66.8 million hectares, followed by

Brazil (25.4 million) and Argentina

(22.9 million).

Among, the big 10 GM growers,

Brazil had the largest rise, planting an

extra 19 percent in 2010. Clive James,

ISAAA Chairman and a strong advocate

of what he prefers to call biotech crops,

said Brazil would be a driving force in

their future global adoption.

(FT, 23.02.11)

Biotech Groups See Crop Boost

The surge in food prices could spur

greater acceptance of GM seeds in

emerging markets. Global food prices

rose to a record in February 2011. The

IMF warned that the world faced a

prolonged period of high food prices.

GM seeds, designed to have higher

yields, have encountered resistance in

emerging economies such as India and

China. The debate has intensified as

changing diets have driven up demand

for grain, principally to feed livestock.

�I see a change in attitudes in many

countries,� said Daniel Rahier, from

DuPont �s Pioneer, the second biggest

GM Crops and Global Hunger � An Overview
companies hope to come up with drought resistant GM seeds.

But anti-GM groups argue that �the industry will use rising

food prices to tempt more farmers, particularly in developing

countries, into GM. The farmers will then find themselves

trapped in a cycle of poverty as they face spiralling costs for

expensive seeds and chemicals�.

Despite such arguments, recent researches show that

benefits emanating from the adoption of GM crops clearly

exceed the seed/technology cost. Thus, hope persists in

easing the global hunger with increased cultivation of GM

crops.

seed company of the US by revenues. In

Indonesia, for example, it was in recent

years very difficult to make progress

on biotechnology. Now, the government

is actively encouraging companies to

file applications to get approvals for

biotech seeds. There are similar stories

in Vietnam, Cambodia and Kenya.

             (FT, 06.03.11)

Uncertainty over Food Supply

Rising prices for food, energy and

other commodities could drive up

consumer prices in the euro zone and

there is �significant uncertainty� as to

whether food supply will be able to meet

demand in the long run, the European

Central Bank (ECB) cautioned. Rising

commodity prices might well reflect

growing global demand as the recovery

gets under way. But inflation in

emerging markets is forcing central

banks to slam on the brakes, while, in

the developed world, it is acting like a

tax on consumers.

The ECB said that it is �essential� to

monitor the development and drivers

of food commodity prices, which have

risen significantly. Wheat prices were

91 percent higher at the end of 2010

than at the beginning of the year, while

prices for maize, soybeans and sugar

were also sharply higher.

�There will remain upside pressure

on food prices in the long run, due to

robustly growing global demand,� the

ECB said.                             (WSJ, 20.01.11)

Chronic Hunger to Affect 1 Billion

The number of chronically hungry people is approaching one billion, the level

last seen during the 2007-08 food crisis in the clearest sign yet of the

humanitarian impact of rising agricultural commodities prices in poor countries.

Robert Zoellick,

President, World Bank

said that the rise in food

prices had already

pushed an additional 44

million people into

extreme poverty, which

is closely associated

with hunger. The rate of

the increase of the

number of

undernourished people,

was 925 million in 2010,

but will now hit one

billion by the end of 2011

according to the UN as the effect of spiralling prices filters through.

Zoellick said that global food prices are rising to dangerous levels. The price

hike is already pushing millions of people into poverty and putting stress on the

most vulnerable, who spend more than half of their income on food.

                                                   (FT, 15.02.11)
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Special Column

The UK and India enjoy a unique relationship through

ties of business, friendship, and common interests. As

Prime Minister David Cameron never fails to stress, the UK

wants to see its partnership with India become stronger,

wider, and deeper.

Such international connections offer huge potential for

growth in trade and investment, as long as markets are open

and countries are able to trade freely with one another. The

UK and India agree that sustained strong and inclusive

growth goes hand-in-hand with reducing trade barriers. Both

agree that, to realise this potential, each must commit to

open markets globally and not slip back into protectionism.

The UK government has set its ambition in India�s trade

and investment white paper, (published on February 09,

2011): a strategy to nurture international trade and

investment relationships, strengthen the multilateral

system, build up India�s domestic business environment in

the UK and enable developing countries to build their own

paths to growth. The paper underlines that trade and

investments are critical for the UK to achieve strong,

sustainable and balanced growth in the future.

This makes the case for: open markets and the dangers

of protectionism; removing trade and investment barriers

and improved market access for UK business within the EU

and beyond; helping to conclude the Doha Development

Round of trade talks in 2011; working to strengthen the WTO;

supporting early conclusion of priority EU FTAs, such as

that with India; supporting trade and regional integration

in Africa; and working with G20 members towards these

goals. Therefore, the most immediate task is to finalise the

Doha trade negotiations. This historic agreement, once

signed, will boost the world economy.

That is why the UK is also redoubling its efforts to enable

developing countries to follow their own paths to growth

through trade and investment, and to build the capacity for

this, especially in Africa. The UK is putting all efforts to

support African leaders to implement their plans outlined

in the 1991 Abuja treaty � to develop free trade areas in

each regional economic community (REC) as building blocks

for a continent-wide customs union and ultimately an

African Economic Community.

Doha Talks Need to be Finalised
� Vince Cable* & Andrew Mitchell**

The UK is launching an African Free Trade Initiative to

help break through trade barriers such as bureaucracy and

prohibitive tariffs. It will support Africans in making trade

in Africa faster and easier, and encourage African

entrepreneurs to grow their businesses by opening up access

to new markets. The UK cannot do this alone and need to call

on international partners to join India in this effort. The UK

recognise the important and growing role that India plays in

achieving this objective and hope both the countries can

work together on this.

The UK also wants to provide greater market access for

the poorest. India has set an example by providing

considerable duty-free quota-free (DFQF) market access. The

UK urges all G20 countries to provide 100 percent DFQF

access to their markets for least developed countries. This

could increase their exports by over 40 percent. India is in a

strong position to offer leadership to others.

Finally, the UK wants to build the networks that help us

grow in partnership, and to get behind businesses to support

them in trading with the world. British government ministers

have embarked on a programme of overseas visits with

business delegations for exactly this reason.

The UK has visited all partners in the major emerging

markets, as well as the US and our partners in Europe. The

business leaders that accompanied us say that this opens a

huge number of doors to them for trade and collaboration

with businesses in other countries.

Investment is the other side of the coin. The UK is an

international hub for investors and currently the world�s

second-biggest investor, with firms such Vodafone, Standard

Chartered Bank and Marks and Spencer represented here.

The UK welcomes overseas investment and is one of the

easiest places in the world to do business. Further, the UK

plans to remain so by cutting regulation and corporation

tax.

So a big challenge is to keep building an open global

economy and trading system that benefits everybody. This

will drive growth, jobs, and create wealth around the world.

This is a challenge which the UK, side by side with India and

its other international partners, should be able to meet.

* UK Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills

** UK Secretary of State for International Development

� Abridged from an article that appeared in The Mint on February 09, 2011

Trade is not a game where

some countries win and

other countries lose: quite

the reverse

www.adamsmith.files.wordpress.com
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50 Million �Environmental Refugees� by 2020

About 50 million �environmental refugees� will flood into the global north

by 2020, fleeing food shortages sparked by climate change, experts warned at

a major science conference held at Washington DC.

�In 2020, the UN has projected that we will have 50 million environmental

refugees,� University of California, Los Angeles professor Cristina Tirado said.

�When people are not living in sustainable conditions, they migrate,� she

continued, outlining with the other speakers how climate change is impacting

both food security and safety, or the amount of food available and the

healthfulness of that food.

Southern Europe is already seeing a sharp increase in what has long been

a slow but steady flow of migrants from Africa, many of whom risk their lives

to cross the Strait of Gibraltar into Spain from Morocco or sail in makeshift

vessels to Italy from Libya and Tunisia.                                                (ET, 22.02.11)

 Green Fuel, Empty Stomachs

Spectators at February�s Daytona 500 in Florida, US, were handed green

flags to wave in celebration of the news that the race�s stock cars now use

gasoline with 15 percent corn-based ethanol. It was the start of a season-long

television marketing campaign to sell the merits of biofuel to Americans.

On the surface, the self-proclaimed �greening of National Association for

Stock Car Auto Racing is merely a transparent � and, one suspects, ill-fated �

exercise in an environmental form of whitewashing for the sport: call it

�greenwashing�. But the partnership between a beloved American pastime and

the biofuel lobby also marks the latest attempt to sway public opinion in

favour of a truly irresponsible policy.                                                    (ET, 26.03.11)

Market-Friendly Pollution Control

The Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF), Government of India has

launched a market-friendly emission trading system. The market-based

mechanism is expected to reduce cost of compliance, make regulatory

environment more predictable and raise investment and growth.

It will have a system of self-regulation among industrial units by putting a

price on emission of pollutants. There will be a two-year pilot emission trading

scheme, at an estimated cost of M360 crore, which will cover 1,000 industries,

near metro areas in Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.           (ET, 26.03.11)

Climate change has threatened the

survivability of mankind. The recent

earthquake and tsunami in Japan inflicted

heavy loss of lives and properties, leaving

the whole world appalled. Scientists have

argued that global warming had a

multiplier effect in this natural

catastrophe. Dr Rajendra Pachauri,

Chairman of Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) pointed out that

climate change triggered high sea level rise,

which intensified the damage in Japan.

Experts further claim that climate

change will result into 50 million

environmental refugees by 2020. Climate

change has affected cropping patterns,

sowing seasons, and crop yield across the

globe. Prolonged droughts and heavy

floods have become more frequent in

recent years. These phenomena have

worsened food security, leading poor

Africans to migrate to Southern Europe for

better livelihoods.

While a poor economy like Tunisia

struggles to feed its hungry population, a

rich economy like the US diverts its limited

resources and land from food to bio fuel.

Moreover, with the use of corn in ethanol

production, corn prices have soared in the

global market. This has again affected

poor rural communities around the world

by jeopardising their affordability of corn.

Given the backdrops of climate change

and rising food prices, India has been

increasingly adopting energy efficiency

technologies to minimise climate change

phenomena. Over the past decade, India

has emerged as one of the top ten

manufacturing countries in the world.

Thus, there is a growing awareness on the

use of energy efficient methods in Indian

industries.

Besides adopting energy efficiency

methods, India has launched its first cap-

and-trade scheme to curb emissions by

industries. Under this scheme, industries

are issued permits indicating the level of

pollution that they can emit in the air. They

are allowed to trade these permits among

themselves. This scheme will result into

market�s self-regulation of pollution as

opposed to government regulators doing

the job.

Climate Change and

Mankind

� An Overview

Climate Change Led to More Damage in Japan

The devastation caused by the tsunami in Japan would have been

significantly less had there not been such a high rise in the sea level due to

climate change �as the phenomenon tends to be a multiplier of the threats that

take place,� Rajendra

Pachauri said.

�In the 20th

century, sea-level

rise was recorded at

an average of 17

centimetres. If the

sea-level was

significantly lower,

clearly the same

tsunami would have

had a less

devastating effect.

Therefore, sea-level

rise is a kind of multiplier of the kinds of threats and negative impacts that

will take place anyway,� said Dr Pachauri. He was speaking at the inauguration

of a meeting of IPCC experts on �Human Settlements and Infrastructure �

Mitigation and Adaptation Strategies�.          (TH, 23.03.11)
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Indian Industry Energy Efficient

India has made significant progress

in efficient use of energy in its

industrial production processes during

its journey as one of the top ten

manufacturing countries in the world.

During a presentation by United

Nations Industrial Development

Organisation�s Chief Statistician Shyam

Upadhyaya on �Performance of

manufacturing industries of India:

Latest statistical evidences�, it was

revealed that in the last ten years, the

country�s manufacturing output grew by

an average seven percent annually

while industrial energy consumption

grew at a much lower rate of 3.6

percent.

This, the report said, reflected an

increasing awareness of the need for

energy efficiency and introduction of

energy efficient methods in industry. In

fact, efficient use of energy, aided by

enhanced labour productivity and

increase in exports of manufactured

goods, helped India in securing its

position among the top ten industrial

producers, especially when the share

of major industrialised economies in

global factory output fell significantly

in the last decade.               (BL, 30.03.11)

Which model? Who cares?

In the recent years, there has been

an ongoing debate between

environmental policy experts and

economists over how society should

approach climate policy. Within

economists there is a serious debate on

how to model the dispiriting array of

unknowns involved in climate

scenarios.

How, for instance one should go

about predicting the impact of large-

scale climate migration on global trade

at a point about fifty years down the road?

While economists continue to council on

a moderate approach, based on the idea

that economies tend to grow and are quite

adaptive, the environmentalists have

grown increasingly frantic about the

signals their data are sending them.

 (The Economist, 16.03.11)

Green Nods See Major Decline

The number of green clearances

granted by the MoEF has seen a

significant decline over the last three

years, with the brunt being borne by the

non-coal mining projects. Development

projects covering irrigation, power,

mining and infrastructure have been hit

as it has become more difficult to get

the environmental nods.

While 197 non-coal mining projects

received environmental clearance in

2008, the number declined to 152 in

2009 and halved to 73 in 2010. The next

big hit was taken by infrastructure

projects where the number of

environmental clearances fell 46

percent from 79 in 2008 to 42 in 2010.

(FE, 15.03.11)

Japan Tsunami Rattles Seafood

�The tsunami that wreaked havoc in

Japan is set to rock the US$2bn Indian

seafood export industry. The North-

Eastern city of Sendai in Japan, the

epicentre of the quake and tsunami, was

a bustling city full of seafood factories

and processing units with which Indian

exporters had direct links�, said Anwar

Hashim, President of the Seafood

Exporters Association of India.

While admitting that seafood

exports to Sendai would be immediately

affected, Hashim pointed out that the

impact on other export destinations

such as Tokyo and Osaka has been on a

far lower scale and trade with these

destinations could revive faster. For the

moment, all trade and commerce with

Japan could come to a halt.

(BL, 16.03.11)

OVL Nominated for O&G Blocks

The Sri Lankan government is

willing to award three hydrocarbon

blocks in its northern offshore area to

India�s ONGC Videsh Ltd (OVL) on a

nomination basis, in what is being

regarded as a diplomatic breakthrough.

An OVL team is scheduled to visit

Sri Lanka shortly for discussions on the

C1, C2 and C3 blocks, which will mark

OVL�s entry into the island nation. The

overseas arm of Oil and Natural Gas

Corp. Ltd (ONGC) has been trying to

secure blocks on a nomination basis

for some time now with the active

support of the Indian government.

OVL has a current production of

around one million barrels per day of

oil and gas equivalent and has a

presence in 15 countries through 40

exploration and production projects.
(Mint, 17.02.11)

The MoEF launched a national technical consultation

for air pollutants on an emissions trading scheme.

Speaking at the inaugural session, the Union Environment

Minister, Jairam Ramesh, said it is necessary step in

environmental regulation to address global climate

change.

Ramesh also called for stricter and more robust

environmental regulations. But he added that stricter

environmental regulations would help in fewer regulators.

The Minister, though, added that the carbon trade

initiative because of the global negotiations on climate

change. He said that the initiative is linked to tackle public

health problems due to the local polluters.

 (BL, 24.03.11)

Consultations for

Emissions Trading
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Intellectual Property Rights

Patently Absurd

The Prime Minister�s Office, India, has

reportedly taken a favourable view of the

EU�s demand to liberalise its patenting

standards exclusively for the applicants

from the EU�s 27 countries in proposed

Indo-EU trade and investment pact. The EU

wants two major changes.

One, Section 3(d) of the Patents Act, be

changed and two, adoption of practice of

data exclusivity. However, the Ministry of

Health has resisted both demands so far,

made over the years by a variety of interest

groups. Its main concern is to stimulate the

growth of India�s generic drug industry, as

it is this that has ensured medicine prices

remain reasonable.                            (FE, 12.01.11)

Compulsory Licensing Norms Soon

The Department of Industrial Policy &

Promotion (DIPP), concerned that the recent

acquisitions of Indian pharma companies

by overseas firms may lead to reduced local

availability of patented drugs and increase

in prices, including those of generics, had

issued a discussion paper in August 2011

seeking views on compulsory licensing.

Now, it is about to finalise the terms

under which the government can order the

manufacture of drugs without seeking the

permission of the patent holder in face of

stiff opposition from multinational drug

companies and lobby groups.

  (Mint, 10.03.11)

Foreign Execs invited to IPR Forum

China has invited senior foreign

executives to meetings on IPRs, in an attempt

to address in an issue that has become a

big liability in Beijing�s economic relations

with the west. China has faced growing

complaints from foreign businesses and

trading partners on violations of IPRs.

In this context, the International Trade

Commission, a US government body, is

investigating the impact of IPRs

infringement in China and Chinese

innovation policies on the US economy. If

its final report diagnoses sizeable damage

to US companies and jobs, it could lead to

trade action against China.

Hence, this initiative of addressing the

IPRs infringement is an interesting

development especially when Beijing is

drafting its 12th Five Year Plan, a framework

for economic policies to 2015. One key

component of this plan is to build creative

industries and growing intellectual

property assets owned by Chinese

companies � goals that require strong IPR

protection.         (FT, 13.01.11)

Global Piracy Hurts Tax Revenues

Growing use of pirated and counterfeit

products would take their total value

globally to US$1.78tn by 2015 and the

menace would badly hurt investments and

tax revenues of India and other major

economies, says a global study conducted

by Business Action to Stop Counterfeiting

and Piracy.

Estimates suggest that software piracy

rate in India is around 65 percent while a

survey conducted by Microsoft in 2010

showed that the majority of Indians were

ready to shell out more money for genuine

software and also believe that original

software is more secure and stable. Experts

opine that there should be increased

cooperation between governments and law

enforcement agencies to fight the menace

of rising piracy and counterfeiting.

                      (TH, 03.02.11)

Developing

Countries and the

Debate on

Implementation of

IPRs � An Overview

Developing countries have

been for a long time under

demand by developed nations

for the implementation of

intellectual property rights

(IPRs) and the debate has

intensified in last two decades.

The main concern purported by

the developed countries is to

protect the innovations in the

developing countries from the

illegal imitation and copying.

The IP protection has been

extended from mechanical

devices to living organisms,

from privately funded research

and development to publicly-

funded scientific and

technological results and so

on.

Nonetheless, the

developing countries are still

divided over the debate on the

base of their economic

conditions, FDI and

technological sophistication.

Countries like China and India

have realised that their relative

poverty makes access to

technology a pressing concern

and hence a need to strike a

balance between innovation

and addressing the domestic

needs.

This debate is reflected in

the stories of this section

where a demand for stricter

IPRs regime in India is raised

by the EU, on the one hand, and

India seeks to set norms for

compulsory licenses in wake of

increase in acquisition/

mergers of Indian pharma

companies by overseas firms,

on the other. Similarly, in China

steps to address the increased

number of complaints,

originated from foreign

businesses, on violations of

IPRs are covered in the section.

EU�s Pharma Trade Hoax

The Global Health Community cheered when India�s patent office ruled that Abbott

Laboratories, a major US based pharmaceutical firm, could not block Indian generic

drug makers from producing low cost versions of Aluvia, a critical AIDS drug.

Now, however, the EU and multinational firms are launching a back door campaign �

disguised as a �free trade� pact � to undo

this momentous victory. The proposed

India-EU trade pact is riddled with

intellectual property provisions that

would harm India�s 2005 Patent Act.

Reportedly Aluvia�s decision

demonstrates that India�s patent system

balances the rights of inventors with the

rights of patients who need affordable,

life saving medicines.          (BL, 25.02.11)
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Developing World�s Investments�

Downward Trend � An Overview

The global financial meltdown can be traced to the West. It calls for

a coordinated effort to work internally on restructuring. It is also

time to realise that the emerging economies are now taking a lead and

the world is envisaging a revival and an economic growth spurt that

would show the way for the developed and beaten down economies

through investments and provision of employment and other

opportunities to them. However, while the emerging economies of India,

China and Brazil are on the rise, there have been some concerns

regarding their recent rise in fiscal deficits that appear to be weaker

than projected as per the IMF.

Furthermore, while there is hope for a boost in commerce and

investment climate worldwide, the huge differences in the views of

financial experts and ministers of the G-20 is making it difficult to

reach solutions to fix the global economic imbalances.  Also, given the

problems of high commodity and food prices, inflationary trends and

turmoils in the Middle East, the foreign investors are running towards

the West. India is also strategically looking to boost its trade and

investments by entering into comprehensive bilateral trade agreements

with powerful ASEAN countries such as with Malaysia recently that would

provide it with freer market access in services domain in Malaysia.

While the services and goods sector is benefiting, the picture is not

so good for the Indian pharma sector. A case has been made for revision

of the FDI policies in the Indian pharmaceutical sector given the large

number of takeovers by multinational companies of India pharma

companies that pose a threat to the availability of cheap generic

medicines within the country.

Asia Blaming the West for Global Problem

The latest trouble rightly deserves to be called

the Western financial crisis and Asia should not

shy away from blaming it for the current largest

global problem. Rakesh Mohan, the ex-Deputy

Governor, Reserve Bank of India, noted that the

�global financial crisis has had its roots in the

US�.

Andrew Sheng, Chief Adviser, China Banking

Regulatory Commission, strongly criticised US

banks and regulators. America and Europe can

cooperate with one another and again make

changes that reshape the world economy but by

concentrating internally rather than externally

and restructure their own economies.

A change in the universal attitude of all is called

for that looks at the West as the supreme power

because clearly times have changed and hence

attitudes need re-adjustment.              (FT, 25.01.11)

Super Cycle Leaves No One Behind

Finally economists are hopeful about a growth

spurt in the coming decades with the help of

emerging economies that would lead the way for

the developed ones. Gerard Lyons, Chief Economist

and Group Head of Global Research in London for

Standard Chartered said that he and his

colleagues predict a �super-cycle� of historically

high growth that will last at least a generation

and will be led by booming trade, investment and

urbanisation.

Developed nations will be benefiting as the

emerging markets invest more abroad, hire their

workers and rely on their expertise in financial

services. He predicts that the EU and the US will

enjoy an average growth trend of 2.5 percent

through 2030. The integration of China and other

developing economies will boost commerce and

investment worldwide.                                 (FE, 24.01.11)

IMF�s Concern over Weak Fiscal Balance

The IMF projected concerns over weak fiscal

balances of emerging economies such as Brazil,

India and China which it said were �weaker than

projected�. While the IMF reported that the average

fiscal deficit in 2011 is likely to decline by about

0.75 percent of GDP, enough to keep the average

gross general government debt ratio constant, it

expressed concern over the large variation across

countries.

For example, Russia and Saudi Arabia are

likely to perform better, the fiscal deficits in China

and Brazil are likely to be higher than 2010. Large

capital flows and loose credit conditions may be

reasons for significant fiscal problems in these

countries. Hence, a need to build fiscal buffers in

order to insulate themselves from any slowdowns

etc. is highly recommended for the mentioned

emerging economies.                              (BL, 27.01.11)

FIIs to Turn Away from India

The domestic economy is currently plagued with inflation and high

commodity prices making India less attractive for foreign investors.

This is mainly due to the fact that unlike Brazil and Russia, India is a

net commodity importer and not a producer. As a result, foreign

institutional investors (FIIs) have been seen to pull out more than

US$1.2bn in 2011. Investors may also be moving towards the US and

German markets which are expected to give 10-15 percent returns while

investment returns as far as Indian markets are concerned seem to be nil.

Aside from these factors, new directives issues by SEBI to strengthen

the reporting process related to offshore derivative instruments as

well as participatory note activity have also discouraged foreign

investor institutions. Nonetheless, Merrill Lynch is of the view that in

the long term, India will attract foreign investors back to its territory.

 (BL, 01.02.11)
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Investment and Finance

Emerging Markets Suffer US$7bn Exits

Investors have pulled out more than

US$7bn from emerging market equity

funds early February 2011. While in

2010 the investments in emerging

markets recorded as high as US$95bn,

the latest figures have raised concerns

as investors are running towards

recovering economies of the west. The

shift from emerging economies to

developed market equities is quite

clear.

Some of the reasons stated are rising

inflation and high commodity prices

including price of food and the turmoil

in Egypt that have raised major

concerns and instability fears among

the investors.                        (FT, 05.02.11)

India-ASEAN Inks Services Pact

Instead of a services agreement with

ASEAN, India is aiming to enter into

comprehensive bilateral agreements

with individual ASEAN member

countries. India signed an FTA with

ASEAN which covered goods. However,

it is reluctant to do the same for

services and investments and instead

wants to make different offers for each

member country of ASEAN.

India believes that the goods only

India-ASEAN FTA was a mistake and it

has pledged that all future trade

agreements should cover trade in goods

and services simultaneously. Following

this, it has concluded bilateral trade

agreements in goods and services with

Japan and South Korea and is currently

engaged in talks for a similar agreement

with the EU.                                  (Mint, 03.01.11)

India-Malaysia to Foster Investment

India and Malaysia signed CECA on

February 18, 2011. There is an

agreement on both sides to foster

investment with India allowing

Malaysian companies to hold 49-100

percent equity in 84 service sectors

while Malaysia provided a similar

dispensation for Indian companies in

91 sectors. Both countries have

reportedly applied a WTO plus

approach towards resolving issues in

the services sector.

The CECA would come into effect on

July 01, 2011. On investments, India

agreed to Malaysia�s proposal of a

negative list approach. Malaysia would

also receive preferential tariffs for its

palm oil, palm oil products, cocoa and

textiles. India is being given a similar

market access for basmati rice,

mangoes and cotton.           (TH, 18.02.11)

DIPP Bats for FDI Curbs in Pharma

The Indian Commerce Ministry is

concerned over the recent multinational

takeovers of India pharmaceutical

companies and has called for a review

of the FDI policy in the sector. This would

hamper the availability of cheaper

generic medicines. The Department of

The finance chiefs of G-20 are still debating over

the next steps to narrow the global economic

imbalances. They are discussing the indicators that

should be used to analyse the imbalances that

economists blame in part for the financial crisis.

While there is broad agreement to use the current

account as key measure, some are opposed to it.

Besides if an agreement is reached on indicators,

the next debatable issue would be numerical targets

for monitoring trade imbalances.

Nonetheless, trade and current account balances,

growth differentials and foreign exchange reserve

accumulation have been broadly proposed as

indicators for discussion.

While the G-20�s role is about diagnosing,

measuring, comparing and then proposing public

policies, global leaders� efforts to coordinate

policies are increasingly stumbling over their

differences.     (Mint, 18.02.11)

Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP)

is urging the Commerce Ministry to

make the takeover norms in the pharma

sector more stringent.

The DIPP has also pointed out that

the government would also review its

decision to defer the second phase of

its long-term road map for foreign

banks in face of the global financial

meltdown. Under phase 2, which was to

start from April 2009, the government

was planning to give full national

treatment to wholly owned subsidiaries

of foreign banks.                   (BS, 08.02.11)

Brazil: New Playground for IT

The emerging economy of Brazil is

the latest hunting ground for India�s top

tech firms. This is due to the huge size

of its domestic IT services market which

is set to cross US$10bn mark in 2011.

Some analysts have reported that this

is larger than the domestic markets of

both India and China worth US$4.2 and

5.7bn respectively.  Brazilian

companies are geared up for this

growth in the coming years.

Brazilian government also taxes

imports of IT services heavily, making

them 40-50 percent more expensive to

import than to produce locally. Indian

players compete with the well-

established local Brazilian players who

gain from the domain experience and

knowledge of the Indian players in the

global marketplace.             (ET, 29.03.11)

G 20 Squabble Over Imbalances
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Work and People

financial benefits to the country.

According to World Economic Forum

(WEF), countries of origin benefit from

migration and talent movement

through remittances. India�s inward

remittances were around three

percent of its GDP in 2009.

WEF cites reasons for migration.

Some of them are widely uneven

quality of educational systems, erratic

employability of workers, etc. It also

urges countries to ease migration

norms to attract talent, extend the

pool by tapping women, older

professionals, the disadvantaged and

the immigrants. Skill training will be

provided in India to support this.

(Livemint, 08.01.11)

Immigration Cause Dearth of Talent

According to the report released

by Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, the

US is facing a slowdown in the entry

of highly skilled migrants because of

the strict numerical caps on

employment-based visas. The latest

statistics show that the lower skilled

migrants cost US$89,000 more than

they contributed in taxes during their

lifetime.

According to the report �From

Brawn to Brains�, highly skilled

workers in technical fields

complement native US workers by

going into fields where locals cannot

keep up. Fed senior economists pointed

out the need for reforms for the legal

system of immigration. They blamed the

lack of change in the last 20 years for

the one million skilled workers still

waiting to get employment based green

card from the government.

(ToI, 12.01.11)

H1B Visa Fees Increase

The US, by significantly increasing

the fees for certain H-1B and L1 visas,

seems to have violated its commitment

under General Agreement on Trade in

Services (GATS). The fee hike was a part

of Mexico Border Protection Bill signed

by President Barrack Obama in 2010.

The money from the new fees will

help increase border security

personnel, equipment, technology,

infrastructure etc along the US south

western border. India will approach the

WTO as many of its outsourcing

companies are getting affected.

According to the think tank, the

ultimate purpose of the new fees is not

to cover expenses for increased security

at the borders, but to restrict the

availability of L1 and H-1B visas. It

further added, restricting the

availability of visas could violate US�s

commitment under GATS.
(ET, 07.01.11)

Migration has removed boundaries between countries

in the world. It has resulted in both positive and

negative effects on people. Japan, in order to safeguard its

economy, is actively encouraging both foreign workers and

foreign graduates of its universities to return home. For the

first time in 2009, Japan�s registered foreigners shrank by

1.71 percent of its overall population of 127.5 million.

The US, in order to restrict the availability of L-1 and H-

1B visas, has increased the filing fee and fraud prevention

and detection fee. Consequently, because of strict numerical

caps on employment-based visas, US may face dearth of highly

skilled foreign born workers.

The World Economic Forum acknowledged India for its

efforts to attract its 25 million overseas diaspora to work in

the country by providing first-class career opportunities, high

quality of life etc. Human Resource Development Minister

Kapil Sibal said India will provide skill training to students

in an effort to become world�s knowledge hub.

Impact of Migration � An Overview

Japan Discourages Foreign Workers

Japan is one of the countries which

is facing a problem of imminent labour

shortage as its population ages. Despite

facing this problem, Japan has done

little to open itself up to immigration.

Fransiska, a nurse working at a hospital

outside Tokyo, has to pass a

standardised nursing exam

administered in Japanese to stay in

Japan.

Barriers to immigration to Japan

include restrictive immigration laws

which bar the country�s farms or

workshops from access to foreign

labour, stringent qualification

requirements which keep off skilled

foreign professionals and complex rules

and procedures which discourage

entrepreneurs from entering the country.

As a result, companies have started

moving their staff to hubs like Hong Kong

and Singapore, which have more foreign

friendly immigration and taxation

regimes.                                (Mint, 04.01.11)

WEF Hails India�s Efforts to Attract PIOs

India�s efforts to draw back its talent

from the overseas, such as honouring

persons of Indian origin (PIOs), good

career opportunities, superior quality of

life etc., has resulted in Indian

immigrants moving back to India. It has

also resulted in national economic and

Immigration Culture Clash

The US, being the destination of large number of immigrants from different parts of

the world, is known as the melting pot of races. The term melting pot of races is a

metaphor for a place where immigrants from different cultures fuse together and form

an integrated society. This term came into general use in 1908, after the premiere of

Israel Zangwill�s play.

On the other hand, the approach called multiculturalism, also known as �the

salad bowl�, permits immigrants to retain their own cultural traits and the host

country accepts their values and practices. According to David Cameron from Britain,

30 years of multiculturalism had only led to extremism and home grown terrorism. He

specified various measures like newcomers should learn English, schools should

teach country�s common language etc. to ensure harmony.                           (Mint, 21.02.11)
www.sentimentalrefugee.com
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Special Article

In an address to the Berlin Agriculture

Ministers meeting, WTO Director

General Pascal Lamy said export

restrictions are a prime cause of recent

surges in global food prices, and

countries should find other ways of

securing domestic. Though export

restrictions are an important

contributor to rising food prices, they

are by no means the only one. An undue

focus on export restrictions alone

obscures the role played by equally

important factors like those leading to

the sharp decline in public investment

in agriculture in small developing

countries and an increasing flow of

speculative funds into commodity

markets.

In order for a discussion on this

issue to be useful, it is important to

begin by dispelling the notion that high

and volatile global food prices are

necessarily due to a misalignment

between supply and demand. Global

food production touched record levels

in 2008 and 2010, and yet these periods

have witnessed very high prices.

The FAO estimates that just under a

billion people in the world are now

�food insecure� and lists 82 countries

as being �Low Income Food Deficit

Countries�. The plight of these countries

highlight a misalignment of another

kind � between continuing high levels

of production in several developed

countries fuelled by the high levels of

domestic support as well as export

subsidies still permitted under WTO

rules, and the sharp decline in public

investments in agriculture in poor

countries over the last two decades,

largely due to policies imposed by

World Bank/IMF and bilateral donors.

Till recently, analysts have paid

inadequate attention to the impact of

the increasing �commodification� of

agricultural products on global food

prices. Commodity

futures markets now

play an important role

in price determination

of food commodities.

As an interesting paper

by Jennifer Clapp and

Eric Helleiner points

out, a series of

deregulatory decisions

in the US since the

1980s made it possible

for large investors to

move into commodity

market investments

through Commodity Index Funds (CIFs)

and similar instruments. As a result,

there was a large inflow of funds into

commodity fund instruments, and

investments in CIFs had swelled to

US$200bn by 2008.

The US has taken remarkable steps

to regulate agricultural derivatives

markets. These moves received a fillip

after the passage of the Dodd-Frank

Wall Street Reform and Consumer

Protection Act in July 2010. Among the

various reforms introduced through

this Act was a provision mandating

regulators to impose position limits on

all institutions on their total exposure,

including in foreign markets. These

reforms have been supported by

domestic agricultural sector interests

who aligned themselves with a broader

coalition including domestic groups

concerned about energy prices and

prominent consumer advocacy groups.

It is important that the US reforms

are discussed and debated in the wider

global community concerned with food

security issues with the objective of

arriving at a global consensus on

regulatory policies for commodity

market investments. The G20 is the

obvious forum for such a discussion.

It has been often argued that the

Doha Round, when completed, will have

a positive impact on global food

security by providing much-needed

incentives to developing countries to

increase their productive capacities. A

positive feature of the agriculture

negotiations under the Doha Round has

been the agreement on the issue of

public food procurement in developing

countries, an issue actively pursued by

India.

In brief, the global food security

issue has to be addressed in an

integrated and pragmatic manner. The

positive approach to regulation of

agricultural derivatives trading in the

US and the commitment of President

Sarkozy to such an initiative together

provide a favourable background for

addressing the issue in the G20.

However, it is important that India

provides the development perspective

to the debate, especially by highlighting

the need to address the investment

deficit in agriculture in poor countries.

The major challenge for developing

countries is to improve agricultural

productivity through appropriate

domestic policy interventions. For this,

they require a positive international

policy environment, which, hopefully,

the G20 can provide.

Food Security: Thinking Beyond Export Curbs
� Ujal Singh Bhatia*

Inadequate investment in farming and speculative trading in commodities are

equally responsible for global price volatility

* India�s former Ambassador to the WTO, Geneva (2004-2010). Abridged from an article that appeared in The Business Standard, on

February 21, 2011.
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We put a lot of time and effort in taking out this

newsletter and it would mean a lot to us if we could

know how far this effort is paying off in terms of utility to

the readers. Please take a few seconds and suggest ways

for improvement.
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Please e-mail your

comments

and suggestions to

citee@cuts.org

CUTS CITEE

ReguLetter
The January-March 2011 issue of newsletter, �ReguLetter� encapsulates

�Broad-based Support Key to Competition Enforcement in Africa� in its cover

story, which state that unprecedented interest and zeal on competition law

issues has been noted in African countries over the last decade or so. Its aim

is to remind the readers that adoption of a law and establishment of a

competition enforcement agency only mark the beginning of what is often a

fairly long and arduous process of competition enforcement in a developing

country setting.

The lead story is followed by regular sections focusing on news, views and

policies related to corporate restructuring, regulations of utilities and

finances, corporate governance etc. of different countries in particular, the

developing nations. Besides, annual roundup of competition laws, mergers &

acquisitions, corporate issues etc. is another highlight of the edition.

A special article by Raghuram Rajan says that more than silencing by

money, overspecialisation is a big part of economists� predictive failures in

recent years. It also provides excerpts from the interviews with Directors

General of three Chinese antitrust agencies that not only provides helpful

perspectives on cooperation between different antitrust agencies within China

but also other antitrust agencies around the world.

�About a Competition Law� section looks at the competition scenario in

Zambia, the institutions of competition law in the country and the scope of

improvement in the law.

This newsletter can be accessed at: http://www.cuts-ccier.org/reguletter.htm

Dossier on

Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs)
Over the last few years, many countries got heavily engaged with bilateral and regional trade

arrangements. India is no exception. While negotiations on EU-India free trade agreement is

drawing much attention, there are other lesser-known but significant initiatives. Furthermore,

there are free trade agreements and initiatives with which India is not engaged but they can

significantly impact the trading landscape of India. One has to keep track of such developments.

This Quarterly Dossier is an attempt to do so. This gives a one-stop source of information.

It is aimed at government officials, NGOs, business, academics and media in India and abroad.

The January-March 2011 issue can be accessed at: http://www.cuts-citee.org/pdf/PTADossier-

Jan-Mar2011.pdf

SOURCES: BL: The Hindu Business Line; BS: Business Standard; FE: The Financial Express; FT: Financial Times;

ET: The Economic Times; TH: The Hindu; ToI: Times of India; WSJ: Wall Street Journal


